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Abstract 
Food and agriculture are growing issues due to climate change, flattening yield productivity, and the link between food 
availability and national security. Most technology and scientific development related to improving agricultural yield has been 
very narrowly focused on a specific area such as sensors or imaging or genetics. In this paper, we argue that the technology to 
improve yields already exists and that the most important requirement is to advance the integration and analysis of multi-modal 
data such as meteorological, sensor, image, and genetic information in real-time in a distributed (lab to farm) manner. We 
examine multiple trends related to processing, storage, imaging, genomic and proteomic data, and farming technology. By 
analyzing the relationship of these trends we provide a set of foundational needs or focus areas beyond simple predictive 
algorithms that are necessary to improve yields. This paper shows that we are relatively close to being able to increase crop 
yields and improve food production through better use of existing technologies. 
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1. Introduction 
Enhancing food production faces many challenges. Crop yields in many parts of the world are plateauing despite 
advances in technology. Climate change makes crop yields increasingly hard to predict. Potential mitigating 
technologies, however, have advanced significantly in the areas of sensor capabilities, image and signal processing, 
and machine learning and artificial intelligence. When focused on the challenge of food production, these 
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technological advances offer the prospect of improving yield, as well as other components of food production and 
distribution. 
Early results have shown that we can use several measures from remote sensing modalities such as NDVI, 
spectral clustering and pan-sharpened products to understand agricultural trends. Our results from a study in 
Afghanistan demonstrated clear links between agricultural crops and social, economic, and governance indicators. 
These latter indicators are proxies for unrest and hold strong national security interest. Our current work involves 
combining remote sensing and genetic information to improve yield and therefore reduce security risks. 
 
2. Approach 
We envision multi-modal prediction models for plant performance that can inform decisions about crop planting, 
management, and harvest. Initially, the development of these models will be specific to a crop type and set of 
growing conditions, but over time generalized prediction models will emerge as common principles are established 
through empirical analysis and validation. To realize this vision, multiple data types must be brought together and 
synthesized. Key components of this work will include:  
• Calibration: Use measured spectra and other in situ measurements to calibrate the spectral signatures 
acquired from airborne or satellite imaging systems. 
• Soil conditions: Thermal measurements, with weather calibration, can drive a model of soil moisture. 
• Image analysis: Advances in image processing offer methods to develop signatures for specific crop 
types and estimation of crop vigor. 
• Spatial state-space modeling: The pixel data from successive images characterizes the spatial changes in 
each location over time. The growth trajectory can be viewed as a statistical state that can be estimated 
from the remote sensing data. Changes in this state can arise from moisture stress, disease, or other 
factors affecting plant health.  
• Weather-driven growth model will feed the state transition models: Plant performance depends on 
sunlight and precipitation. By modeling the effects of these factors, we can develop more precise 
predictions of the plant growth trajectory. 
 
The first main data pre-processing challenge is to detect “features” or relevant attributes from each data source. 
Features will vary by data source and will be particularly time consuming to identify where the data is unstructured 
(e.g., imagery). The second main data pre-processing challenge is to combine multi-modal data. Different data 
sources will have different levels of geography, time, and aggregation that will need to be calibrated to fit in a single 
model. Bayesian networks, pioneered by 2011 Turing Award Winner Professor Judea Pearl, are powerful tools to 
graphically represent relationships between the variables in a dataset, including heterogeneous and asynchronous 
data. Pearl was able to show that Bayesian networks can be used to probabilistically infer causality directly from 
observational data without the need for a randomized trial. 
Bayesian networks encode complex causal relationships in a graphical structure. That is, they explain what 
variables impact each other and, just as importantly, which variables are independent of each other. Understanding 
this graphical structure is essential to accurately answering “what if” questions; once a causal relationship is 
understood, we can also measure the size of the relationship so that we know when we invest $x to change one 
variable, we should expect to see $y in return as a result. Where y is sufficiently greater than x, we will probably 
make a change. If not, then an intervention is not worth the effort. 
A common challenge in machine learning approaches is that the final algorithms are essentially “black boxes.” 
That is, the inputs and outputs are clear, but the actual algorithms are not human readable. While machine learning is 
used in our approach, a major advantage of the final output as a Bayesian network is that the model is transparent. 
Each variable that is used, the weighting of that variable, and the specific other variables that are impacted are 
available to examine. This model transparency is critical to developing deeper understanding of the factors that 
affect crop yield and provide the starting point for developing generalizations that can be applied to a wider range of 
crops and conditions. In fact, we believe the fundamentals of these models can have applications in food security 
beyond crops including aquaculture and livestock.  
